
8 Makepeace Cresent   Unit 29
Perseverance   Point Business Park
Port Elizabeth   cnr Koeberg &
6000   Marinus Rd
Tel: 041 463 3670   Milnerton

SPEC 

HARDWARE

(Pty) Ltd.



•Paint Brush Blondie •Paint Trays

 (12, 25,38, 50, 75, 100, 150mm)

•Radiator Brush •Paint: PVA

 (25, 50, 75mm) Wall & Ceiling
Super Enamel

•Paint rollers + refills QD Enamel

Roadmarking

•Varnish (1Lt, 5Lt) Plaster Primer

Roof & Paving

•Spray Guns + Spray tips Sigma Products

•Waterpaper sheets •Dropsheets

 P40, P60, P80, P100  (2m x 3m, 2m x 5)
 P120, P160, P180, P220

 P320, P400, P600, P800 •MEK Thinners

 P1000, P1200, P1500, P2000  (5Lt, 25Lt, 200Lt)

•Cabinet Paper •Lacquer Thinners

 Assorted Grits  (750ml, 5Lt, 25Lt, 200Lt)

•Sandpaper Rolls • Paraffin

 P40, P60, P80, P100  (750ml, 5Lt, 25Lt)

•Putty Knife •Etch Primer

 (3cm, 5cm, 8cm, 10cm)  (5Lt, 25Lt, 200Lt)

•Scraper Set •Acetone

•Scotchbrite Hand Pads •White Rags 5kg

•Coloured Rags 5kg

 A-Grade

Paint
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•Dust Masks •Safety Gloves:

FFP1 & FFP2

→Flexinite Gloves 

•Half Mask Respirator + Cartridges

Single & Double →Red High Heat Gloves

•Sporty Specticles →Candystripe Gloves

Clear & Grey

→PVC Elbow Gloves 

•Safety Goggles

→Acid Resistent Gloves

•Gumboots

(Size 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) →Disposable Gloves

•Safety Boots →Cotton Gloves

•Royal Blue Overalls •Paint Suits

•Orange Chin Straps •Rain Suites (Rubber)

•Earplugs (Corded) •Reflective Bibs

(Assorted Sizes)

•Earmuffs

•Hosepipe + Fittings •Shovels Round Nose

•Sprinklers •Spade

•Buckets (10 Liter) •Steel Rakes

•Watering Can •Pick Head + Handle

•Trimmer Line •Wheelbarrow

Safety

Gardening
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•Fluorecent Tubes •Halogen Floodlight

•Electric Cable: •Halogen Bulbs

→Twin & Earth

→Cabtyre •LED Daylight Bulbs

→Surfix

•Insulation Tape •Extention Cord
(Black, White, Blue (3m, 5m, 10m, 20m, 30m)
Red, Yellow, Green)

•Cable Ties
•Isolaters (Various Size)

•Multiplug •Batteries 

(4 way, 5way, 6way AA, AAA
9way, 10way)

•Thermostat
•Janus Copplers

•Plug
•Circuit Breaker Single & Dubble

•Builders line •Various Trowel

•Tile Cement •Lintels
5kg, 20kg

•Brickforce
•Tile Grout
5kg •Damp Course

→3x3x250

•Tile Cutter →4x3x250

→6x3x250 + 6x3x150

•Mitre Box
•Cement 50Kg 

•Bolster

•Pick Head + Handle

•Wheelbarrow

Electrical

Building
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•Various Sika Products •Contact Adhesive 

→Sikaflex 11 FC (300ml, 600ml) (250ml, 500ml, 1Lt, 5Lt)

→White, Brown, Black, Concrete Grey

→Sikaflex 221 •Duct Tape

•Contractors Silicone (260ml) •PVC Weld

•Contractors Acrylic (260ml) •Masking Tape

→18mm x40m

•Marine Silicone (260ml) →24mm x 40m

→36mm x 40m

•Fisher V360 →48mm x 40m

•Barrel Bolts + Necked Bolts •T Hinge

•Butt Hinges •Hasp & Staple

•Door Handles •Flush Hinge

•Brackets •Cabin Hooks

•Copper Tees •Stop End

•Spare Rings •Reducer Tees

•Copper Pipe •Conduit Pipe

•Plumbers Tape •Masterbats polycob

•Holderbats •PVC Gutter + accessories

•Downpipe + accessories •Toilets

•Bathroom Sink •Shower Door

Sealants

Cabinetry

Plumbing
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•Claw Hammer •SDS, SDS Plus, SDS Max Drill Bits
(450, 600mm)

•Bowsaw
•Ball Hammer
(100G, 200G, 300G, •Hacksaw + Blades
500G, 700G, 900G) (24T, 32T)

•Rubber Hammer •Screwdrivers

•Masonry Drill Bits •Steel Drill Bits

•Somta Drill Bits •Assorted Pliers

•Pop Rivet Gun •Angle Grinder 
(115mm & 230mm)

•Bolt cutters
•Spanners

•Socket Spanners (Various Sizes)

Washers & Nuts & Bolts: (E/G, S/Steel 304, S/Steel 316, HDG 8.8, HDG 4.8)

•Spring Washers •Fender Washer
(M5-M16) (M5- M16)

•Flat Washers
(M5-M30)

•Lock Nuts •Nuts
(M5-M16) (M5-M30)

•Bolts •Eyebolts
(M5-M30)
Various Lengths •Nylon Anchors
(order on request)

•Capscrews •Roll Bolts

Tools
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601 Chain Drive Pin & Bushing Lubricant
This superior lubricant was specially 
formulated to penetrate between the close
clearance of chain drives bushings and pins to
provide critical lubrication.
Rapid Penetration
Excellent Hydrodynamic Lubrication
Noticeably Extends Chain Life

723

Sprasolvo is a high quality, fast acting, penetrating oil
which reaches deeply in and frees frozen nuts, bolts,
and fittings without injuring the base metal. 
It breaks down rust.

803 Industrial & Marine Solvent II
This solvent can be used to remove grease, oil, 
waxes, loose paint and other heavy  soils from hard
surfaces. It will lift many of the most stubborn stains
from surfaces that are fades and discolored from
repeated spills

274 Industrial Degreaser
This degreaser is an industrial strength, hard surface
degreaser which will dissolve grease, oil, tar and 
other similar water insoluble soils generally
encountered in industrial & marine environments.

800 Goldend Tape
This tape is a high density, moldable, dry PTFE thread
 sealing tape. It is a heavy duty, tear-resistent
product containing more PTFE per inch than
virtually any thread sealing tape on the market

today. Joints can be adjusted 90° or more without a leak.

629 High Temperature White Grease
This Grease is NSF registered and complies with 
FDA regulations 178.3570 and 177.1550. It can be
the exclusive lubricating grease used in food,
beverage, meat, poultry and pharmaceutical plants.
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338 Super Rust Remover
This rust remover is an outstanding acid based rust
removal and conditioning systems for all
materials subject to oxide fromations including
ferrous metals, aluminum, copper, stainless steel &
zinc. Dilutable up to 4 to 1.

785 Parting Lubricant
This lubricant can be used under extremely severe
conditions of temperature and pressure to assist
in assembly and disassembly of threaded
components. Hardening will occur when used

between -34°C to 1204°C (-30°F to 2200°F)

652 Pneumatic Lubricant & Conditioner
This is a high performance, low viscosity,
lubricating formula designed to creep into the
internal workings of air tools, reduce wear
and eliminate noise associated with  rough
running equipment. It is a cost-effective oil
with high detergency that cleans as it 
protects and dramatically prolongs the life of
pneumatic equipment. 
Application areas: Air Tools, Robotics,
CNC Machinery, Pneumatic equipment.

615 (E) HTG #1 (High Temperature Grease)
It is a versatile performer needed in all applications
requiring a heavy duty NLGI #1 grease.
Superior resistance to water washout.
Exceptional shear and roll resistance.
Will not bleed or age harden.

388 Synthetic Tapping Fluid
This tapping fluid is a high performance,
synthetic metal working fluid. It 
provides the industrial performance of 
conventional petroleum and solvent 
based fluids while eliminating the hazards
normally associated with these traditional
products.
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715 Spraflex
This is a tacky asphaltic based material with
asheres to surfaces and provides an elastic
retractable film which cushions and lubricates
load bearing surfaces. Corrosion & water resistant.

273 Electric Motor Cleaner
This cleaner is a non-flammable, non-conductive
and non-corrosive solvent based degreaser.
It can be used on operating equipment and
electrical systems without concern as to fire hazard. 

610HT Synthetic Lubricating Fluid
This is a premium quality full synthetic lubricant
designed to provide lubrication at temperatures

ranging from -25°C(-15°F) to those over 250°C(482°F)

where petroleum lubricants are unable to fuction.
It has excellent solvency and will actually
 remove many of these byproducts caused by 
other petroleum based lubricants and allow
equipment to run cooler and more efficiently.

787 Sliding Paste
This paste is a premium quality pure synthetic lubricant
that will function effectively even at high
temperatures and pressures. Designed for the most
severe conditions, it provides, lubrication at

pressures up to 10687kg/cm² and 538°C.

ARC 5ES Patch and seal leaks up to 3mm diameter.
Cure underwater and on damp
surfaces. Meet the requirements of
NSF 61 for cold area service. Easily
apply by kneading together and 
press-affixing to surface.

ARC S2 Protect against corrosion & erosion.
Provide improved material flow properties.
Apply by brush, roller, airless or plural
component spraying. High gloss, low
drag surface. High adhesive strength.

Chesterton
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•Brooms •Padlock (Iron & Brass)

(305mm, 375mm, 460mm,610mm) (20mm, 25mm, 32mm,
38mm, 50mm, 63mm)

•Various Glues • Double Sided Tape

•Water Tanks

*Items that are not included in the SPEC Hardware brochure
 can be ordered as per clients request.
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FROM YOUR DIY TO CONSTRUCTION HARDWARE NEEDS

Miscellaneous


